TROOP CAMPING EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES CHECKLIST
Already
Have?
Y / N / NA

Troop Equipment
Permanent / Reusable
ax / saw
bungee cord(s)
can opener (hand operated)
clothesline & clothespins (optional)
cooler for perishables
cutting board
dish pans (3)
dish towels
dust pan & broom
fire buckets (2)
fire grate
grease can (empty coffee can)
hand washing station (jug & soap)
knives (cutting, paring)
ladle / salad tongs / whisk
lantern w/ fuel or batteries
lashing cord & sheet of plastic (for woodpile)
long handled spoon, fork, spatula
long handled tongs (for charcoal)
measuring cups & measuring spoons
mixing bowls (various sizes)
pan - frying w/ lid
pot - large (to boil clean-up water) w/ lid
pot - large/deep for stew w/ lid
pot - medium / small w/ lids
pot holder / oven mitts
rubber mallet / hammer
spray bottle (for bleach)
tablecloths (4/5 plastic)
vegetable peeler / grater
water (drink) container
wire brush for grill

Still
Good?
Y / N / NA

Already
Have?
Y / N / NA

Troop Supplies
Needs to be Replenished
permission slips
health history / medical forms
first aid kit
coins for emergencies
directions to nearest hospital
program supplies

Need
More?
Y / N / NA

bleach
bug spray
charcoal (in waterproof bag) or wood
dishwashing liquid
duct tape / electrical tape
fire starters (no liquid)
garbage bags
hand soap (latrine handwashing station)
heavy duty foil (aluminum)
ice for perishables
kaper chart
markers & masking tape
matches (waterproof)
napkins
paper towels
plastic (food) wrap (optional)
plastic food bags or containers (leftovers)
plastic shopping bags (wet clothes, etc.)
recipe(s)
recycle can (or bag to take home)
rubber gloves
sponge or scrubby
steel wool scouring (brillo) pads
suntan lotion
toilet paper

Optional Equipment: Dutch oven; reflector or box oven; compasses
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